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Introduction
This is a joint work with Naoki Tanaka at Okayama University.
In this note we are concerned with the abstract quasilinear integrodifferential equations
of hyperbolic type
(QIE) $\{$
$u’(t)=A(t, u(t))u(t)+ \int_{0}^{t}B(t, \mathit{8}, u(s))u(S)dS$
$u(0)=u_{0}$
in a pair of Banach spaces $(Y, X)$ such that $\mathrm{Y}$ is continuously imbedded in $X$ . Our main
purpose is to study the problem of existence and uniqueness of local classical solutions to
(QIE) without assuming that $Y$ is dense in $X$ , where by a classicd solution $u$ to (QIE) on
$[0, T]$ we mean that $u\in C([0, T] : Y)\cap C^{1}(1^{\mathrm{o},\tau}] : X)$ and that $u$ satisfies (QIE).
Our investigation of the problem (QIE) is motivated by the work of DA PRATO AND




for a closed linear operator $A$ in $X$ satisfying the Hille-Yosida condition with the exception
of the density of the domain $D(A)$ of $A$
$(\mathrm{H}-\mathrm{Y})$ $\{$
there exist $M\geq 1$ and $\omega\geq 0$ such that $(\omega, \infty)\subset\rho(A)$ and
$||(\lambda-A)-n||\leq M(\lambda-\omega)^{-n}$ for all $\lambda>\omega$ and $n=1,2,$ $\cdots$ ,
and proved the following interesting result for $(\mathrm{A}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{p};u0, f)$ .
Theorem $0$ . Suppose that a dosed linear $operat_{\mathit{0}}rA$ in $X$ satisfies the Hille-Yosida condition
$(\mathrm{H}-\mathrm{Y})$ and let $f\in W^{1,1}(0, T : X)$ . Then the problem $(\mathrm{A}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{P};u0, f)$ has a unique dassical
solution $u\in C([\mathrm{o}, \tau] : D(A))\cap C^{1}([\mathrm{o},T] : X)$ if and only if $u_{0}\in D(A)$ and the compatibility
condition that $Au_{0}+f(0)\in\overline{D(A)}$ holds.
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Remark. The “only if” part is easy to prove. In fact, let $u$ be a unique classical solution
to $(\mathrm{A}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{P};u0, f)$ . Then we have $u(t)\in D(A)$ for $t\in[0, T]$ and $Au_{0}+f(0)=u’(0)=$
$\lim_{h\downarrow 0}h^{-}1(u(h)-u(0))\in\overline{D(A)}$ .
We shall show an advantage of Theorem $0$ by giving a concrete example.
Example 1. Let $C[0,1]$ be the Banach space of continuous functions on the closed interval
$[0,1]$ and $f\in W^{1,1}(0, T:c[0,1])$ . Consider the following partial differential equation with
periodic boundary condition:
(P) $\{$
$u_{t}(t,X)+u_{x}(\iota,X)=f(t,x)$ , $(t,x)\in[0, T]\cross[0,1]$ ,
$u(0,x)=u_{0}(x),$ $x\in[0,1]$ ,
$u(t, 0)=u(t, 1),$ $t\in[0,T]$ .
We will solve the problem (P) by two different methods. One is the way to solve by using
Theorem $0$ (the case $(\mathrm{A})$ ) and the other is the $(C_{0})$-semigroup theory (the case $(\mathrm{B})$ ).
(A) By Theorem $0$ :
Let $X=C[0,1]$ . Define an operator $A$ in $X$ by
$\{$
$D(A)=\{u\in C^{1}[0,1] : u(0)=u(1)\}$
$(Au)(x)=-u’(x)$ for $x\in[0,1]$ .
Then $A$ is a closed linear operator satisfying that $(0, \infty)\subset\rho(A)$ and $||\lambda(\lambda-A)^{-1}||\leq 1$ for
$\lambda>0$ (see e.g. [6]). Theorem $0$ asserts that if $u_{0}\in C^{1}[0,1]$ satisfying $u_{0}(0)=u_{0}(1)$ and if
the compatibility condition $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}-u_{0}(/0)+f(0,0)=-u_{0}(1)+f(0,1)$ holds, then there exists
a unique classical solution $u$ to the problem (P).
(B) By the $(C_{0})$-semigroup theory:
Let $X_{0}:=\{u\in C[0,1] : u(\mathrm{O})=u(1)\}$ and define an operator $A_{0}$ in $X_{0}$ by
$\{$
$D(A_{0})=\{u\in C^{1}[0,1] : u(\mathrm{O})=u(1), u’(0)=u(\prime 1)\}$
$(A_{0}u)(x)=-u’(x)$ for $x\in[0,1]$ .
Then $A_{0}$ generates a $(C_{0})$-semigroup on $X_{0}$ . Therefore if $u_{0}\in C^{1}[0,1]$ satisfies $u_{0}(0)=u_{0}(1)$
and $u_{0}’(\mathrm{o})=u_{0}’(1)$ and if $f(t, \mathrm{o})=f(t, 1)$ for all $t\in[0, T]$ , then the problem (P) has a unique
classical solution.
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This example shows that the condition imposed on the initial value $u_{0}$ and the $\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}\triangleright$
geneous term $f$ in the case of (A) is weaker than that in the case of (B). However if $f\equiv 0$ ,
then both (A) and (B) give the same solvability of the problem (P).
Next we turn to the integrodifferential equation.
Example 2. Let $f\in W^{1,1}(0, \tau:C10,1])$ . Consider the integrodifferential equation :
$\{$
$u_{t}(t, x)+u_{x}(t, X)= \int_{0}^{t}b(b, S,x)u_{x}(s,X)d_{S},$ $(t, x)\in[0,T]\cross[0,1]$ ,
$u(\mathrm{O}, x)=u_{0}(x),$ $x\in[0,1]$ ,
$u(t, \mathrm{O})=u(t, 1)$ , $t\in[0, T]$ .
Let $X$ and $A$ be as in Example 1. For each $(t, s)\in\Delta:=\{(t, s) : 0\leq s\leq t\leq T\}$ we define
an operator $B(t, s)$ in $X$ by
$\{$
$D(B(t, s))=D(A)$
$(B(t, s)u)(x)=b(t, S,X)u’(x)$ for $x\in[0,1]$ .
In the case of (A) we make only the regularity assumption of the function $b(t, s, x)$ with
respect to $(t, s)\in\Delta$ , while in the case of (B) the condition that $b(t, s, \cdot)u’(\cdot)\in X_{0}$ for
$u\in D(A_{0})$ must be satisfied, namely an additional assumption that $b(t, S, 0)=b(t, s, 1)$ for
all $(t, s)\in\Delta$ is required.




for a non-densely defined closed linear operator $A$ in $X$ satisfying the Hille.Yosida condition
$(\mathrm{H}-\mathrm{Y})$ . We refer the reader to [22] for some results for this problem.
The quasilinear integrodifferential equation (QIE) will be solved in the following manner
: we consider the linearized equation
$(\mathrm{L}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{E}^{v})$ $\{$
$u’(t)=A( \iota,v(t))u(i)+\int_{0}^{t}B(b, S, v(S))u(S)dS$
$u(0)=u_{0}$
for a function $v$ belonging to some function space. If this problem $(\mathrm{L}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{E}^{v})$ has a unique
solution $u$ for given $v$ , then it defines a mapping $v\mapsto u$ . The fixed points of this mapping
are classical solutions to (QIE).
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needs to be developed and it will be done in Section 2. The idea for solving (LIE) is to




and to find the fixed point of the mapping defined in the usual way, by using the estimates
of solutions to problem $(\mathrm{L}\mathrm{E};u0, f)$ , and is therefore based on the theory of linear evolution
equations $(\mathrm{L}\mathrm{E};u_{0}, f)$ established in Section 1.
Our approach to linear evolution equations $(\mathrm{L}\mathrm{E};u_{0}, f)$ are different from [28]. Our main
concern is to study the problem of existence and uniqueness of generalized solutions of
$(\mathrm{L}\mathrm{E};u_{0}, f)$ which are well-known as $\mathrm{D}\mathrm{S}$-limit solutions in the nonlinear semigroup theory
(see [15]) and to obtain the estimates of generalized solutions which is very important for
our discussion later, but his paper is devoted to the construction of the evolution operator
generated by a family $\{A(t) : t\in[0, T]\}$ of non-densely defined operators in $X$ and the
representation of solutions in terms of the variation of constants formula in a generalized
sense.
Section 3 discusses the quasilinear integrodifferential equations (QIE). By the result ob-
tained in Section 2 we shall construct approximate solutions $\{u_{n}\}$ of problem (QIE) induc-
tively by defining $u_{n}$ to be the unique solution of $(\mathrm{L}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{E}^{u_{n-}}1)$ and $u_{0}(t)=u_{0}$ . The convergence
of $\{u_{n}\}$ in $C([0, T] : X)$ will be first proved by using the estimate (see (3.6)) of solutions
to integrodifferential equations adding the forcing term $f$ to $(\mathrm{L}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{E}^{v})$ . By this fact we next
show that the limits $\hat{A}(t):=\lim_{narrow\infty}A(t, un(t))$ and $\hat{B}(t, s):=\lim_{narrow\infty}B(t, S,u_{n}(s))$ exist
in $L(\mathrm{Y}, X)$ , and then by Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 1.4, given $v\in C([\mathrm{o}, \tau] : Y)$ we find a




where $\partial\hat{A}(t)$ is the derivative of $\hat{A}(t),$ $(Hv)(t):= \int_{0}^{t}\hat{B}(t,s)v(s)dS$ and $\lambda_{0}\in\rho(\hat{A}(t))$ . If the
mapping $(\Phi v)(t):=(\hat{A}(t)-\lambda_{0})^{-1}(w^{v}(t)-(Hv)(t))$ has a unique fixed point $v$ , then $u_{n}$
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converges to $v$ in $C$ ( $[0,$ $T]$ : Y) as $narrow\infty$ , since the $v$ satisfies the relation $(\hat{A}(t)-\lambda 0)v(\iota)+$
$\int_{0}^{t}\hat{B}(\iota, s)v(S)d_{S}=w(vt)$ . In the proof of this claim, the estimate (1.5) of generalized solutions
to problem $(\mathrm{L}\mathrm{E};v_{\mathfrak{v}}, f)$ plays a crucial role again. Finally, we shall give an application of
our abstract theory to a quasilinear hyperbolic system of integrodifferential equations from
viscoelasticity.
1 Linear Evolution Equations




We shall denote by $(\mathrm{L}\mathrm{E};A, u_{0}, f)$ the problem $(\mathrm{L}\mathrm{E};u_{0}, f)$ in the case where one needs
to indicate $\{A(t) : t\in[0, T]\}$ . Let $Y$ be another Banach space with norm $||\cdot||_{Y}$ which
is continuously imbedded in $X$ . We impose the following three conditions on a family
$\{A(t) : t\in[0, T]\}$ of closed linear operators in $X$ .
$(\mathrm{A}_{1})D(A(t))=Y$ is independent of $t\in[0, T]$ .
$(\mathrm{A}_{2})$ There are constants $M\geq 1$ and $\omega\geq 0$ such that
$(\omega, \infty)\subset\rho(A(t))$ for $t\in[0, T]$
and
$||_{j=} \prod_{1}^{k}(\lambda I-A(tj))^{-1}||\leq M(\lambda-\omega)^{-k}$ for $\lambda>\omega$ (1.1)
and every finite sequence $\{t_{j}\}_{j=1}^{k}$ with $0\leq t_{1}\leq t_{2}\leq\cdots\leq t_{k}\leq T$ and $k=1,2,$ $\cdots$ .
We write $\{A(t):t\in[0, T]\}\in S_{\#}(X, M,\omega)$ for such family $\{A(t):t\in[0, T]\}$ .
We obtain a fundamental theorem for linear evolution equations $(\mathrm{L}\mathrm{E};u_{0}, f)$ .
Theorem 1.1. Let $f\in L^{1}(0, T : X)$ and $u_{0}\in\overline{Y}$ (the closure of $Y$ in $X$ ). Suppose that a
family $\{A(t):t\in[0, T]\}$ of closed linear operators in $X$ satisfies $(\mathrm{A}_{1}),$ $(\mathrm{A}_{2})$ and
(A3) the map $t\mapsto A(t)$ is continuous and of bounded variation in the $L(Y, X)$ norm.
Moreover $as\mathit{8}ume$ that there exists a partition $\Delta_{n}=\{0=\iota_{0}^{n}<t_{1}^{n}<\cdots<t_{N_{n}}^{n}\equiv T_{n}\leq T\}$
and sequences $\{x_{k}^{n}\}$ and $\{z_{k}^{n}\}$ in $X$ which $sati_{\mathit{8}}fy$ the following:
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(i) $\lim_{narrow\infty}|\Delta_{n}|=\lim_{narrow\infty}(T-\tau_{n})=0$,
where $| \Delta_{n}|=\max_{1\leq k\leq N}hnkn,$ $h_{k}^{n}= \iota_{k}^{n}-\iota^{n}k-1and|\Delta_{n}|\omega<\frac{1}{2}$ ,
(ii) $\frac{x_{k}^{n}-x_{k-1}^{n}}{h_{k}^{n}}=A(t_{k}^{n})x_{k}n+z_{k}^{n},$ $x_{0}^{n}=u_{0}$ , $k=1,2,$ $\cdots$ , $N_{n},$ $n\geq 1$ ,
(iii) $\lim_{narrow\infty}||f^{n}-f||L1(0,T_{n}:X)=0$ , where $f^{n}(t)\equiv z_{k}^{n}$ on ($t^{n}k-1’ t^{n}k],$ $k=1,2,$ $\cdot*\cdot$ , $N_{n}$ .
Then there exists a function $u\in C([0, T]:x)$ such that
$\lim_{narrow\infty t}\sup_{\in 10,T_{n}1}||u(nt)-u(i)||=0$ ,
where
$u^{n}(t)=\{$
$x_{k}^{n},$ $t\in(t_{k-1}^{n}, i^{n}k]$ , $k=1,2,$ $\cdots$ , $N_{n}$ ,
$u_{0}$ , $t=0$ .
The following is the key lemma to prove Theorem 1.1.
Lemma 1.2([28, Lemma 1.1]). Assume that a family $\{A(t):t\in[0, T]\}$ of closed linear
operators in $X$ satisfies $(\mathrm{A}_{2})$ . For each $t\in[0, T]$ we define another norm $||\cdot||_{t}$ on $X$ by
$||z||_{t}= \sup\{(\lambda-\omega)^{m}||_{k=}\prod_{1}^{m}(\lambda I-A(i_{k}))^{-1}z|||$ $\lambda>\omega_{1}ant\leq\iota\leq\cdot.\leq d.im\leq\tau_{m\geq 0},\}$
for $z\in X$ . Then we have :
$||z||\leq||z||_{t}\leq||_{Z|}|_{s}\leq M||z||(_{Z\in x\mathrm{o}\leq};S\leq t\leq T)$ , (1.2)
$||(\lambda I-A(\iota))^{-}1_{Z}||t\leq(\lambda-\omega)^{-1}||Z||_{t}(z\in X;\lambda>\omega;i\in[0, T])$. (1.3)
This lemma asserts the existence of norms $||\cdot||_{t}$ with respect to which the operator $A(t)$ is
quasi-dissipative for each $t\in[0, T]$ . Theorem 1.1 can be proved by applying the well-known
technique in the theory of nonlinear evolution operators.
Remark 1.1. The existence of a partition $\Delta_{n}$ and two sequences $\{x_{k}^{n}\}$ and $\{z_{k}^{n}\}$ in $X$
satisfying (i) through (iii) was shown in [7, Lenuna 4.1].
Definition 1.1. The limit function $u\in C([\mathrm{o}, \tau] : X)$ obtained in Theorem 1.1 is called a
generalized solution of $(\mathrm{L}\mathrm{E};u0, f)$ .
We shall list some estimates of generalized solutions to $(\mathrm{L}\mathrm{E};u_{0}, f)$ which will play a crucial
role in studying quasilinear integrodifferential equations (QIE).
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Theorem 1.3. Let $u_{0}\in\overline{Y},\hat{u}_{0}\in Y,$ $f\in L^{1}(0, T : X)$ and $\hat{f}\in BV([0, T] : X)$ . Suppose
$\{A(t) : t\in[0, T]\}$ and $\{\hat{A}(t) : t\in[0, T]\}$ satisfy $(\mathrm{A}_{1}),$ $(\mathrm{A}_{2})$ and (A3). If $u$ and \^u are
generalized solutions of ( $\mathrm{L}\mathrm{E};A,$ $u_{0,f)}$ and (LE;\^A, $\hat{u}_{0,\hat{f}}$ ) respectively, then we have
$||u(t)-\hat{u}(t)||$ $\leq$ Mexp$(2 \omega T)(||u_{0}-\hat{u}_{0}||+C(\hat{A},\hat{u}_{0},\hat{f})\int^{t}0||A(S)-\hat{A}(s)||Y,\mathrm{x}ds$ (1.4)
$+I^{t}\mathrm{o})||f(s)-\hat{f}(_{S})||d_{S}$
for $t\in[0, T]$ , where $C$ ( $\hat{A},$ \^uo, $\hat{f}$) is a constant depending on $\{\hat{A}(t)\},\hat{u}_{0}$ and $\hat{f}$ .
Corollary 1.4. Suppose that $\{A(t) : t\in 1^{\mathrm{o},\tau}]\}_{Sa}tisfie\mathit{8}(\mathrm{A}_{1}),$ $(\mathrm{A}_{2})$ and (A3). Let $u_{0},\hat{u}_{0}\in\overline{Y}$
and $f,\hat{f}\in L^{1}(0, T : X)$ . If $u$ and \^u are generalized solutions of $(\mathrm{L}\mathrm{E};u_{0}, f)$ and $(\mathrm{L}\mathrm{E};\hat{u}_{0},\hat{f})$
respectively, then we have
$||u(b)- \hat{u}(t)||\leq Mexp(2\omega T)(||u_{0}-\hat{u}_{0}||+\int_{0}^{t}||f(s)-\hat{f}(s)||ds)$ (1.5)
for $\iota\in[\mathrm{o}, \tau]$ .
Corollary 1.5. Suppose that $\{A(t) : t\in[0, T]\}$ satisfies $(\mathrm{A}_{1}),$ $(\mathrm{A}_{2})$ and (A3). Let $u_{0}\in\overline{Y}$
and $f\in L^{1}(0, T:x)$ . Then the generalized solution $u$ of $(\mathrm{L}\mathrm{E};u0, f)\mathit{8}atisfie\mathit{8}$ the $e\mathit{8}timate$
$||u(t)-u0|| \leq\{Mexp(2\omega T)+1\}||u_{0}-y||+Mexp(2\omega T)\int_{0}^{t}||f(s)+A(s)y||ds$ (1.6)
for $t\in[0, T]$ and $y\in Y$ .
Definition 1.2. Suppose that $\{A(t) : t\in[0, T]\}$ satisfies $(\mathrm{A}_{1}),$ $(\mathrm{A}_{2})$ and (A3). Let $\{C(t)\}$
be a family of nonlinear continuous operators from $X$ into itself defined for $\mathrm{a}.\mathrm{e}$ . $t\in[0, T]$
satisfying the condition
(c1) $C(\cdot)x\in L^{1}(0, T:X)$ for $x\in X$ .
Then a function $u\in c(1^{\mathrm{o}}, T]$ : $X$ ) is called a generalized solution of the initial-value problem
$(\mathrm{L}\mathrm{E};u\mathrm{o})\mathrm{p}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}$ $\{$
$u^{\text{ }}(t)=A(t)u(t)+C(t)u(t),$ $t\in[\mathrm{O}, T]$
$u(0)=u_{0}$
if $u$ is a generalized solution of $(\mathrm{L}\mathrm{E};u_{0}, C(\cdot)u(\cdot))$ .
The next proposition will be proved by using Theorem 1.1, Corollary 1.4 and Banach’s
fixed point theorem.
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Proposition 1.6. Suppose that a family $\{A(t) : t\in[0, T]\}$ satisfies $(\mathrm{A}_{1}),$ $(\mathrm{A}_{2})$ and (A3),
and that a family $\{C(t)\}$ of nonlinear continuous operators from $X$ into itself satisfies (c1)
and
(c2) there is a function $\phi\in L^{1}(0,T)$ such that
$||C(t)x-C(t)y||\leq\phi(t)||x-y||$ for $x,$ $y\in X$ and a. $e$ . $t\in[0,T]$ . (1.7)
If $u_{0}\in\overline{Y}$ , then there exists a unique generalized $\mathit{8}olution$ of $(\mathrm{L}\mathrm{E};u_{0})_{\mathrm{P}^{\mathrm{e}}}\mathrm{r}$ .
We turn to the problem of existence and uniqueness of classical solutions to $(\mathrm{L}\mathrm{E};u_{0},f)$ .
Theorem 1.7. Let $f\in W^{1,1}(0, T:X)$ . Suppose that $\{A(t) : t\in[0, T]\}$ satisfies $(\mathrm{A}_{1}),$ $(\mathrm{A}_{2})$
and
$(\mathrm{A}_{4})A(\cdot)y\in C^{1}([0, T] : X)$ for $y\in Y$ .
If $u_{0}\in \mathrm{Y}$ satisfies the compatibility condition that $A(0)u_{0}+f(0)\in\overline{Y}$, then there exists
a unique classical solution $u\in C(1^{\mathrm{o},\tau}]:Y)\cap C^{1}([\mathrm{o}, \tau] : X)$ to the problem $(\mathrm{L}\mathrm{E};u_{0}, f)$ .
For later use we prepare some estimates of the classical solution to $(\mathrm{L}\mathrm{E};u_{0}, f)$ .
Theorem 1.8. Suppose that the assumptions of Theorem 1.7 are satisfied. The $cla\mathit{8}sical$
solution $u$ of $(\mathrm{L}\mathrm{E};u0, f)$ satisfies the following estimates:
$||(A(t)-\lambda_{0})u(t)+f(t)||$ $\underline{<}$ $Mexp(2\omega T)(||(A(0)-\lambda 0)u0+f(0)||$ (1.8)
$+f_{0}^{t}||\dot{A}(_{S})u(S)-\lambda \mathrm{o}f(s)+\dot{f}(S)||d_{S\mathrm{I};}$
$||u(\iota)-u0||_{Y}$ $\leq$ $c_{1}\{Mexp(2\omega T)+1\}||(A(0)-\lambda 0)u_{0}+f(0)-y||$ (1.9)
$+c_{1}Mexp(2 \omega T)(\int_{0}^{t}||\dot{A}(S)u(S)-\lambda_{0f}(S)+\dot{f}(s)+A(s)y||dS\mathrm{I}$
$+C_{1}( \int_{0}^{t}||\dot{f}(_{S)(}+\dot{A}s)u_{0}||ds)$
for $y\in Y$ and $t\in[0, T]$ , where $c_{1}:= \sup_{t}\in[0,\tau]||(A(t)-\lambda 0)-1||_{Y,x}$ .
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2Linear Integrodifferential Equations
In this section we state the result (see [23]) on linear integrodifferential equations
(LIE) $\{$
$u’(t)=A(t)u(b)+ \int_{0}^{t}B(t, S)u(s)dS+f(t),$ $t\in[0, T]$
$u(0)=u_{0}$ .
Here $\{A(t) : t\in[0, T]\}$ is a given family of closed linear operators satisfying conditions
$(\mathrm{A}_{1}),(\mathrm{A}_{2})$ and $(\mathrm{A}_{4})$ , and $\{B(t, s) : (t, s)\in\Delta\}$ where $\Delta=\{(t, s) : 0\leq s\leq t\leq T\}$ is a family
in $L(Y, X)$ satisfying the following two conditions.
$(\mathrm{B}_{1})$ For $y\in Y,$ $B(t, s)y$ is continuous on $\Delta$ , differentiable with respect to $t$ and
$(\partial/\partial t)B(t, S)y$ is continuous on $\Delta$ .
$(\mathrm{B}_{2})$ For $y\in Y,$ $B(t, s)y$ is differentiable with respect to $s$ and $(\partial/\partial s)B(t, s)y$ is continuous
on $\Delta$ .
Theorem 2.1. Let $f\in W^{1,1}(0, T:X)$ andt suppose that $u_{0}\in Y$ satisfies the compatibility
condition that $A(0)u0+f(0)\in\overline{Y}$ . Then the problem (LIE) has a unique classical solution
$u\in C([0, T] : Y)\cap C^{1}([0, \tau]:X)$ satisfying
$||u(t)|| \leq K(||u0||+\int_{0}^{t}||f(s)||ds)$ (2.1)
for $t\in[0, T]$ , where $K$ is a comt.ant depending on $M,\omega$ and $T$ .
3 Quasilinear Integrodifferential Equations
This section is devoted to the study of quasilinear integrodifferential equations
(QIE) $\{$
$u’(t)=A( \iota, u(\iota))u(t)+\int_{0}^{t}B(t, S, u(s))u(S)dS$
$u(0)=u_{0}$ . ${ }$.
We make the following hypotheses on the operators $A(t, w)\mathrm{a}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{a}\Gamma \mathrm{i}.\mathrm{n}\mathrm{g}$ in (QIE).
There are a bounded open subset $W$ of $Y$ and a real number $T_{0}>0$ such that $A(t, w)$
is a closed linear operator in $X$ defined for each $(t,w)\in[0,T_{0}]\cross W$ , and that the following
conditions are satisfied:
$(a_{1})D(A(t, w))=Y$ for $(t, w)\in[0, T_{0}]\cross W$ ;
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$(a_{2})$ for each $\rho>0$ there are constants $M_{\rho}\geq 1$ and $\omega_{\rho}\geq 0$ such that
$\{A(t,v(t)) : t\in[0,T_{0}]\}\in S_{\#}(X, M\omega_{\rho}\rho’)$
for every $v\in D_{\rho}$ . Here the set $D_{\rho}$ is defined by
$D_{\rho}=$ {$v\in C$ ( $[0,$ To] : $W$) : $||v(\iota)-v(s)||\leq\rho|t-s|$ for $t,$ $s\in[0,T_{0}]$ } for $\rho>0$ ;
$(a_{3})$ there is a function $F:[\mathrm{o}, \tau_{0}]\cross W\cross Xarrow L(Y, X)$ satisfying two conditions $(f_{1})$ and
$(f_{2})$ below such that if $v\in C$ ( $[0,$ To] : $W$) $\mathrm{n}C^{1}$ ( $[0,$ To] : $X$ ) and $y\in Y$ , then $A(t,v(t))y$
is differentiable and
$(d/dt)A(t, v(t))y=F(t, v(i),$ $v(/t))y$ for $t\in[0, T_{0}]$ ;
$(f_{1})$ for $w\in W,p\in X$ and $y\in Y,$ $F(\cdot, w,p)y$ is continuous on $[0, T_{0}]$ ;
$(f_{2})$ for each $\rho>0$ , there are a constant $\mu_{F,\rho}>0$ and a nondecreasing function $\sigma_{F,\rho}(\cdot)$
on $[0, \infty)$ with the property that $\lim\delta\downarrow 0\sigma F,\rho(\delta)=0$ such that
$||F(\iota,w1, v1)-F(t, w_{2}, v2)||_{Y,X}\leq\sigma_{F,\rho}(||w_{1}-w_{2}||)+\mu p,\rho||v1-v_{2}||$
for $t\in[0, T_{0}],$ $w_{1},w_{2}\in W$ and $v_{1},v_{2}\in B_{X}(\rho)=\{x\in X:||x||\leq\rho\}$ ;
$(a_{4})$ there is a constant $\mu_{A}>0$ such that
$||A(\iota,w_{1})-A(\iota, w_{2})||Y,\mathrm{x}\leq\mu_{A}||w_{1}-W2||$ for $t\in[0, T_{0}]$ and $w_{1},w_{2}\in W$ .
We also impose the following on a family $\{B(t, S, w) : (t, s)\in\Delta_{0}, w\in W\}$ in $L(Y, X)$ ,
where $\Delta_{0}=\{(t, s) : 0\leq s\leq t\leq T_{0}\}$ .
$(b_{1})$ For $y\in Y$ and $w\in W,$ $B(t, s, w)y$ is continuous on $\Delta_{0}$ , differentiable with respect to $t$ ,
and $(\partial/\partial t)B(t, s,w)y$ is continuous on $\Delta_{0}$ ;
$(b_{2})$ there exist constants $\mu_{B}>0$ and $\mu_{B}’>0$ such that
$||B(t, s, w_{1})-B(t, s, w_{2})||Y,X\leq\mu B||w_{1}-w_{2}||$ ;
$||(\partial/\partial t)B(i, s, w_{1})-(\partial/\partial t)B(t, s, w2)||_{Y,\mathrm{x}\leq}\mu_{B}’||w_{1}-w_{2}||$
for $(t, s)\in\Delta_{0}$ and $w_{1},$ $w_{2}\in W$ ;
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$(b_{3})$ there is a function $G$ : $\Delta_{0}\cross W\cross Xarrow L(Y, X)$ satisfying two conditions $(g_{1})$ and
$(g_{2})$ below such that if $v\in C$ ( $[0,$ To] : $W$) $\cap C^{1}$ ( $[0,$ To] : $X$ ) and $y\in Y,$ $B(t, S,v(S))y$ is
differentiable with respect to $s$ and
$(\partial/\partial \mathit{8})B(t, s,v(S))y=G(\iota, S,v(S),v/(s))y$ for $(t, s)\in\Delta_{0}$ ;
$(g_{1})G:\Delta_{0}\cross W\cross Xarrow L(Y, X)$ is strongly continuous;
$(g_{2})$ for $p>0$ there exists a constant $\lambda_{G,\rho}>0$ such that
$||G(t, s, w,p)||_{Y},X\leq\lambda_{G,\rho}$ for $(t,s, w,p)\in\Delta_{0}\cross W\cross B_{X}(\rho)$ .
Remark 3.1.
$(a_{5})$ Condition $(a_{3})$ implies that for each $w\in W,$ $A(\cdot, w)$ is continuous in the $L(Y, X)$ norm
on $[0, T_{0}]$ . This fact, the boundedness of $W$ in $Y$ and condition $(a_{4})$ immediately show
an existence of $\lambda_{A}>0$ satisfying
$||A(t,w)||_{Y},X\leq\lambda_{A}$ for $(t, w)\in[0, T_{0}]\cross W$ . (3.1)
$(f_{3})$ By $(f_{1})$ and $(f_{2})$ , for each $\rho>0$ there is a constant $\lambda_{F,\rho}>0$ such that
$||F(\iota, w,p)||_{Y},X\leq\lambda_{F,\rho}$ for $(t, w,p)\in[\mathrm{o}, \tau_{0}]\cross W\cross B_{X}(p)$ . (3.2)
$(b_{4})$ Since $W$ is bounded in $\mathrm{Y}$ , conditions $(b_{1})$ and $(b_{2})$ imply that there exist constants
$\lambda_{B}>0$ and $\lambda_{B}’>0$ such that
$||B(\iota, S, w)||_{YX},\leq\lambda_{B}$ , (3.3)
$||(\partial/\partial t)B(t, s, w)||Y,\mathrm{x}\leq\lambda_{B}$
’ (3.4)
for $(t, s, w)\in\Delta_{0}\cross W$ .
Our main result is stated as follows.
Theorem 3.1. If $u_{0}\in W$ satisfies the compatibility condition ihat $A(\mathrm{O}, u_{0})u0\in\overline{Y}$ , then
there is a $T\in(\mathrm{O}, T_{0}]$ such that the $qua\mathit{8}ilinear$ integrodifferential equation (QIE) has a unique
classical solution $u$ on $[0, T]$ .
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Proof of Theorem 3.1.
We shall only state the outline of the proof. See [24] for the details.
Since $W$ is open in $Y$ , for any initial value $u_{0}\in W$ of (QIE) satisfying the compatibility
condition that $A(\mathrm{O},u_{0})u0\in\overline{Y}$ , we can choose an $r_{0}>0$ so that
$B_{Y}(u_{0}, r_{0}):=\{w\in Y : ||w-u\mathrm{o}||_{Y}\leq r_{0}\}\subset W$
and then we put
$\rho 0=(\lambda_{A}+\lambda BT\mathrm{o})(||u0||_{Y}+r_{0})$ . (3.5)
For $\tau\in(0, T_{0}]$ let $E_{\tau}$ be the set of functions $v$ satisfying
$\{$
$v\in C$ ( $[0,$ $\tau]$ : Y) $\mathrm{n}C^{1}([0, \tau] : X),$ $v(\iota)\in B_{Y}(u_{0},r\mathrm{o})$ for all $t\in[0, \tau]$ ,
$v(\mathrm{O})=u_{0}$ and $||v(/t)||\leq\rho_{0}$ for all $t\in 1^{\mathrm{o},\tau}$].
For each $v\in E_{\tau}$ , we write for simplicity
$A^{v}(t)=A(t, v(t))$ for $t\in[0, \tau]$ , and
$B^{v}(t, s)=B(t, s, v(s))$ for $(t, s)\in\Delta_{\tau}:=\{(t, s) : 0\leq s\leq t\leq\tau\}$ .
From conditions $(a_{1})$ through $(a_{4})$ and $(b_{1})$ through $(b_{3})$ , we obtain the following result for
the linearized equation $(\mathrm{L}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{E}^{v})$ for $v\in E_{\tau}$ .
Proposition 3.2. For any $u_{0}\in W$ satisfying $A(\mathrm{O}, u_{0})u0\in\overline{Y}$ and $v\in E_{\tau}$ , the linear
$in_{\wedge}te.g$rodifferential equation
$(\mathrm{L}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{E}^{v})$ $\{$
$u’(t)=A^{v}(t)u(t)+ \int_{0}^{t}B^{v}(t, S)u(s)dS$ , $t\in[0, \tau]$
$u(0)=u_{0}$
has a unique classical solution $u\in C([0, \tau]:Y)\cap C^{1}([\mathrm{o}, \tau]:x)$ .
Proposition 3.2 enables us to define a map $\Phi$ : $E_{\tau}arrow C([\mathrm{o}, \tau]:Y)$ by $\Phi v=u$ .
Then there is a $\tau\in(\mathrm{o}, \tau_{0}]$ such that $\Phi E_{\mathcal{T}}\subset E_{\tau}$ . The claim that $(\Phi v)(b)\in B_{Y}(u_{0},r\mathrm{o})$
for all $v\in E_{\tau}$ and $t\in 1^{\mathrm{o},\tau}$] can be proved by using the estimate (see (1.9)) of the classical
solution to the problem $(\mathrm{L}\mathrm{E};u0, H^{v}(\Phi v))$ for $v\in E_{\tau}$ , where for $v\in E_{\tau}$ we define an operator
$H^{v}$ : $C([0, \tau] : Y)\mathrm{n}C^{1}([0, \tau] : X)arrow C^{1}([0, \tau] : X)$ by $(H^{v}w)(i):= \int_{0}^{t}B^{v}(t, S)w(s)dS$ .
In what follows, let $\tau\in(0, T_{0}]$ be an arbitrary but fixed positive number satisfying
$\Phi(E_{\mathcal{T}})\subset E_{\tau}$ . We make $E_{\tau}$ into a metric space by the distance function
$d(v,w):= \sup|\iota\in 10,\mathcal{T}]|v(t)-w(i)||$
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for $v,$ $w\in E_{\tau}$ .
An application of Theorem 2.1 (cf. [23, Theorem 2.3]) gives the next result.
Proposition 3.3. Let $v\in E_{\tau},$ $x\in X$ and $f\in L^{1}(0, \tau : X)$ . Suppose that the problem
$\{$
$u’(t)=A^{v}(t)u(t)+ \int_{0}^{t}B^{v}(\iota, S)u(s)dS+f(t),$ $t\in 1^{\mathrm{o},\tau}]$
$u(0)=x$
has a classical solution $u^{v}$ . Then we have
$||u^{v}(t)|| \leq C(||x||+\int_{0}^{t}||f(s)||ds)$ (3.6)
for $t\in[0, \tau]$ , where $C$ is a constant independent of $x,$ $f$ and $v\in E_{\tau}$ .
By (3.6) we obtain
Lemma 3.4. We have
$d( \Phi^{n}v, \Phi nw)\leq\frac{(C\rho_{0}T_{0})^{n}}{n!}d(v,w)$ for $v,w\in E_{\tau}$ and $n=1,2,$ $\cdots$ . (3.7)
We now define a sequence $\{u_{n}\}$ in $E_{\tau}$ by
$u_{0}(t)=u_{0}$ for $t\in 1^{\mathrm{o},\tau}$] and $u_{n}=\Phi u_{n-1}$ for $n=1,2,$ $\cdots$ . (3.8)
As a direct consequence of Lemma 3.4, we have
Corollary 3.5. The sequence $\{u_{n}(t)\}converge\mathit{8}$ in $X$ unifomly on $1^{\mathrm{o},\tau}$].
For brevity in notation, we write
$A_{n}(t)=A(t, u_{n}(t)),$ $S_{n}(t)=A(t, u_{n}(\iota))-\lambda 0I$ for $t\in[0, \tau]$ , and
$B_{n}(t, s)=B(t,s, u_{n}(s))$ for $(t, s)\in\triangle_{\tau}$ .
Corollary 3.5 and condition $(a_{4})$ together imply that
$\lim_{narrow\infty}A_{n}(t):=\hat{A}(t)$ in $L(Y, X)$ and
$\lim_{narrow\infty}S_{n}(t)^{-1}:=Q(i)$ in $L(X,Y)$
exist uniformly in $[0, \tau]$ , and then we see that $\hat{A}(\cdot)\in C([0, \tau] : L(Y, X))$ with $||\hat{A}(\iota)||_{Y,x}\leq\lambda_{A}$
and that $Q(\cdot)\in C([0, \tau] : L(X, Y))$ . Putting $\hat{S}(t)=\hat{A}(t)-\lambda 0I$ , we have $\hat{S}(t)Q(\iota)=I$ on
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X and $Q(t)\hat{S}(t)=I$ on $Y$ ; hence $\hat{S}(\cdot)^{-1}\in C([0, \tau] : L(X, Y))$ . Condition $(f_{2})$ shows
$||F(t, u_{n}(t),p)-F(\iota,u_{m}(t),p)||_{\mathrm{Y}},X\leq\sigma_{F_{\beta 0}},(d(u_{n}, u_{m}))$ for $t\in[0, \tau]$ and $p\in B_{X}(\rho 0)$ , which
enables us to define $\hat{F}(\cdot, \cdot)$ : $[0, \tau]\mathrm{X}B_{X}(\rho 0)arrow L(Y, X)$ by
$\hat{F}(t,p)=\lim_{narrow\infty}F(t, un(t),p)$
for $t\in[0, \tau]$ and $p\in B_{X}(\rho_{0})$ . Here the convergence in the $L(Y, X)$ norm is uniform for
$(t,p)\in 1^{\mathrm{o},\tau}]\cross B_{X}(\rho 0)$ . We then see that the function $\hat{F}(\cdot, \cdot)$ has the following properties
$(f_{4})$ and $(f_{5})$ which immediately follow from $(f_{1})$ together with (3.2) and $(f_{2})$ :
$(f_{4})$ If $p\in C([0, T] : X)$ for some $T\in(0, \tau]$ and $p(t)\in B_{X}(\rho_{0})$ for $t\in[0, T]$ , then
$\hat{F}(., p(\cdot))\in C([0, T] : L(Y, X))$ and $||\hat{F}(\iota_{p},(t))||_{Y},\mathrm{x}\leq\lambda_{F,\rho 0}$ for $t\in[0, T]$ ;
$(f_{5})||\hat{F}(t,p1)-\hat{F}(t,p2)||_{Y,x}\leq\mu_{F,,\mathrm{x}})||p1^{-}p2||$ for $t\in[0, \tau]$ and $p_{1},p_{2}\in B_{X}(\rho_{0})$ .
Also by Corollary 3.5 and condition $(b)$ we have
$\lim_{narrow\infty}B_{n}(\iota, s):=\hat{B}(t, s)$ in $L(Y, X)$ ;
$\lim_{narrow\infty}(\partial/\partial t)B_{n}(t, S):=\partial\hat{B}(t, s)$ in $L(Y, X)$
uniformly on $\Delta_{\tau}$ . It is obvious that both $\hat{B}(t, s)y$ and $\partial\hat{B}(t, s)y$ are continuous on $\Delta_{\tau}$ in $X$
for $y\in Y$ , and so $(\partial/\partial t)\hat{B}(\iota, s)y=\partial\hat{B}(t, s)y$ for $y\in Y$ and $(t, s)\in\Delta_{\tau}$ . Moreover we obtain
$||\hat{B}(\iota, s)||_{Y,x}\leq\lambda_{B}$ and $||\partial\hat{B}(t, s)||_{\mathrm{Y}},X\leq\lambda_{B}’$ for $(t,s)\in\Delta_{\tau}$ .




for $v,$ $w\in E_{Y}$ . Define two operators $D,$ $H:E_{\mathrm{Y}}arrow C([0, T]:X)$ by
$(Dv)(t)= \hat{A}(t)v(t)+\int_{0}^{t}\hat{B}(\iota, S)v(S)ds$ ;
$(Hv)(t)= \int_{0}^{t}\hat{B}(t, S)v(s)dS$
respectively. For $v\in E_{Y}$ we have $\hat{F}(\cdot, (Dv)(\cdot))\in C([0, T] : L(Y, X))$ (note that $||(Dv)(t)||\leq$
$(\lambda_{A}+\lambda_{B}T_{0})||v(t)||Y\leq\rho_{0})$ and $Hv\in C^{1}([0,T] : X)$ . Since the family $\{\hat{A}(t) : t\in[0,T]\}$
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satisfies $(\mathrm{A}_{1}),$ $(\mathrm{A}_{2})$ and (A3) in Theorem 1.1 with $\{A(\mathrm{t})\}$ replaced by $\{\hat{A}(t)\}$ , Theorem
1.1 and Corollary 1.4 assert that for $v\in E_{Y}$ there exists a unique generalized solution
$u^{v}(\cdot)\in C([0, T] : X)$ to the problem
(LE;\^A, $u_{1},$ $(Wv)(\cdot)$ ) $\{$
$u’(t)=\hat{A}(t)\acute{u}(t)+(Wv)(i)$
$u(\mathrm{O})=u_{1}:=(A(0, u_{0})-\lambda 0)u_{0}$ ,
where $(Wv)(t):=\hat{F}(t, (Dv)(i))v(i)-\lambda_{0(Hv)}(i)+(d/dt)(Hv)(t)$ for $v\in E_{Y}$ .
Define an operator $\Psi$ : $E_{Y}arrow C([\mathrm{o}, \tau] : Y)$ by
$(\Psi v)(i)=\hat{S}(t)^{-1}(u^{v}(t)-(Hv)(t))$ .
Then there is a $T\in(\mathrm{O}, \tau]$ such that $\Psi(E_{Y})\subset E_{Y}$ . This assertion can be proved by using the
estimate (see (1.6)) of the generalized solution to the problem (LE;\^A, $u_{1},$ $Wv$ ) for $v\in E_{Y}$ .
In what follows we fix $T\in(\mathrm{O}, \tau]$ so that $\Psi(E_{Y})\subset E_{Y}$ .
The use of the estimate (see (1.5)) of the difference between generalized solutions to
$(\mathrm{L}\mathrm{E};u_{1}, Wv)$ and $(\mathrm{L}\mathrm{E};u_{1}, Ww)$ for $v,$ $w\in E_{Y}$ gives the following.
Lemma 3.6. There is a unique fixed point $\overline{u}\in E_{Y}$ of $\Psi$ .
For any $\epsilon>0$ take $u_{1}^{\epsilon}\in Y$ and a function $\hat{f}^{\epsilon}\in C^{1}([0, T] : X)$ such $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}’ \mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}||u_{1}-u_{1}^{\epsilon}||<\epsilon$
and $||(W\overline{u})(\cdot)-\hat{f}^{6}(\cdot)||_{L(0,\tau:X}1)<\epsilon$. We then use the estimate (see (1.4)) of the difference
between the generalized solution to ( $\mathrm{L}\mathrm{E};A_{n}-1,$ $u1,$ $W_{n}-1$un) and the generalized solution to
(LE;\^A, $u^{\epsilon}1$ , $\hat{f}^{\epsilon}$ ) to find constants $C_{1},$ $C_{2}(\epsilon)$ ( $\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{g}$ on $\epsilon$), $C_{3}>0$ and a null sequence $\{\delta_{n}\}$
such that
$||u_{n}(t)- \overline{u}(t)||Y\leq C_{1}\epsilon+c_{2}(\epsilon)\delta_{n}+\mathit{0}_{3}\int_{0}^{t}(||u_{n}(s)-\overline{u}(_{S})||Y+||un-1(s)-\overline{u}(s)||_{Y})ds$ ,
where $(W_{n}v)(\mathrm{t}):=F(t, u_{n}(t),$ $u’(nt))v(t)-\lambda \mathrm{o}(Hnv)(i)+(d/dt)(H_{n}v)(\iota)$ and
$(H_{n}v)(t):= \int_{0^{B_{n}}}^{t}(t, s)v(s)dS$ for $v\in E_{Y}$ . Then by standard arguments we have
Lemma 3.7. $\lim_{narrow\infty}\sup_{t[]}\in 0,T||u_{n}(t)-\overline{u}(t)||Y=0$.
The End of Proof of Theorem 3.1.
Since $u_{n}’(t)=A(t, u_{n-1}(t))u_{n}(t)+ \int_{0}^{t}B(\mathrm{t}, s, u_{n}-1(S))un(S\sim-)dS$ converges to $A(t,\overline{u}(t))\overline{u}(\iota)+$
$\int_{0}^{t}B(\iota, S,\overline{u}(S))\overline{u}(S)dS$ uniformly in $[0, T]$ by Lemma 3.7, we conclude that $\overline{u}$ is a classical
solution of (QIE).
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To prove the uniqueness of classical solutions of (QIE), let $u_{i}(i=1,2)$ be classical solu-
tions of (QIE) and set $w=u_{1}-u_{2}$ . Then, an easy computation yields
$w’(t)$ $=A(t,u_{1}(t))w(t)+\{A(t,u_{1}(t))-A(t,u_{2}(t))\}u_{2}(t)$
$+ \int_{0}^{t}B(\iota, s,u1(s))w(S)d_{S}+\int_{0}^{t}\{B(t, s,u_{1}(S))-B(t, s,u_{2}(S))\}u_{2}(s)dS$.
By (3.6) we have
$||w(t)||$ $\leq C\int_{0}^{t}[||A(s,u_{1}(S))-A(s,u_{2}(s))||Y,X||u_{2}(_{S)||}Y$
$+ \int_{0}^{s}||B(s,r,u1(r))-B(s,r,u2(r))||Y,X||u2(r)||Ydr]dS$
$\leq$ $C \rho_{0}\int_{0}^{t}||w(s)||d_{S}$ ,
and Gronwall’s inequality therefore asserts $u_{1}=u_{2}$ . $\square$
4 An Application
We shall give an application of our results obtained in the previous section to a quasilinear
hyperbolic system of integrodifferential equations from viscoelasticity :
(QHS) .
$\{$
$\partial_{t}v_{1}(t,X)=\partial_{x}v_{2}(t, x)$ for $(t, x)\in[0, T]\cross[0,1]$
$\partial_{t}v_{2}(t,X)=a(t, x, v_{1}(t, X),v_{2}(t, X)))\partial_{x}v1(t, x)+\int_{0}^{t}b(t, S,X, v1(s,x), v_{2}(S,X))\partial_{x}v1(s,x)dS$
for $(t, x)\in[0, T]\cross[0,1]$
$v_{1}(t, 0)=v_{1}(t, 1),$ $v_{2}(t, 0)=v_{2}(t, 1)$ for $t\in[0, T]$
$v_{1}(0, x)=\varphi_{1}(x)$ , $v_{2}(0,x)=\varphi_{2}(x)$ for $x\in[0,1]$ ,
where the function $a(t,\xi_{0}, \xi_{1}, \xi_{2})$ is of class $C^{1}$ with the property that $a\geq a_{0}(>0)$ on
$[\mathrm{o}, \tau_{0}]\cross[0,1]\cross \mathrm{R}\cross \mathrm{R}$ and $\mathrm{t}$.he function $b(t, s, \xi_{0}, \xi_{1}, \xi_{2})$ defined on $\Delta_{0}\cross[0,1]\cross \mathrm{R}\cross \mathrm{R}$ is of
class $C^{1}$ .
The (QHS) can be rewritten as follows:
$+ \int_{0}^{t}ds$ .
Let $X=C[0,1]\cross C[0,1]$ where $C[0,1]$ is the Banach space of all continuous functions
on $[0,1]$ with maximum norm $||\cdot||_{C10,1]}$ . The space $X$ equipped with norm $||\cdot||$ defined by
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$||v||=||v_{1}||_{C}10,1]\mathrm{V}||v_{2}||_{C10,1}]$ for $v=\in X$ is a Banach space. As another Banach space
which is continuously imbedded in $X$ we take
$\{$
$\mathrm{Y}=\{w=\in C^{1}[0,1]\cross C^{1}[0,1]$ : $w_{1}(0)=w_{1}(1),$ $w_{2}(0)=w_{2}(1)\}$ ,
$||w||_{Y}=||w_{1}||c1[0,1]||w_{2}||c1[0,1]$ for $w=\in Y$ ,
where $||w_{i}||_{C^{1}}1^{0},1$] $=||w_{i}||_{c}1^{0},1$ ] $+||w_{i}’||_{c}10,1$].
Let $\varphi=\in Y$ . Take an $R>0$ such that $||\varphi||_{Y}<R$ and set $W=\{w\in \mathrm{Y}:||w||_{Y}<R\}$ .
We now define $P(t, w)\in L(X)$ for $t\in[0, T_{0}]$ and $w=\in W$ by
$(P(t, w)v)(x)=P(t,w)(x)v(x)$ for $v\in X$ ,
where $P(t, w)(x)= \frac{\sqrt{1+a(t,x,w1(x),w_{2}(x))}}{2\sqrt{a(t,x,w_{1}(x),w_{2}(x))}}(-\sqrt{a(t,x,w_{1}(_{X}),w_{2}(x))}\sqrt{a(t,x,w_{1}(x),w_{2}(x))}11)$
for $(t, w)\in[0, T_{0}]\cross W$, and then introduce another norm $||\cdot||_{(t,w)}$ on $X$ depending upon
$(t,w)\in[0, T_{0}]\cross W$ by
$||v||_{(w}t,)=||P(\iota,w)v||$ for $v\in X$ .
Define a family $\{A(t, w) : (t,w)\in[\mathrm{o},\tau_{0}]\cross W\}$ of closed linear operators in $X$ and a
family $\{B(t, s, w):(t, s,w)\in\triangle 0\cross W\}$ in $L(Y, X)$ by
$(A(t, w)v)(X)=$ for $v=\in D(A(t,w))=Y$ ;
$(B(t, s,w)v)(X)=\mathrm{f}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}v=\in D(B(t, \mathit{8},w))=Y$.
Then the norm $||\cdot||_{(t,w)}$ is equivalent to the original norm $||\cdot||$ on $X$ and there is a positive
constant $\omega$ depending on $R>0\mathrm{s}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{C}\dot{\mathrm{h}}$ that $A(t, w)\in G_{\#}(X, 1,\omega)$ with respect to the norm
$||\cdot||_{(t,w)}$ (see [28, Lemma 3.5]). This fact implies $(a_{2})$ . It is easy to see that all the other
conditions in Theorem 3.1 are satisfied with
$(F(t, w,p)v)(X)=$ for $v=\in Y$ ;
$(G(t, S,w,p)v)(X)=$ for $v=\in Y$ ,
where




$g(t, s, w,p)(_{X)}$ $:=$ $(\partial/\partial s)b(t, s, x, w_{1}(x), w_{2}(_{X}))+p_{1}(x)(\partial/\partial\xi_{1})b(t, S,X,w_{1}(x),w_{2}(x))$
$+p_{2}(x)(\partial/\partial\xi_{2})b(t, S,X, w1(X), w_{2}(X))$
for $w=\in Y$ and $p=\in X$ .
It is shown that if $\varphi_{1}\in C^{1}[0,1],$ $\varphi_{1}(0)=\varphi_{1}(1),$ $\varphi_{2}\in C^{1}[0,1],$ $\varphi_{2}(\mathrm{o})=\varphi_{2}(1),$ $\varphi_{2}’(0)=$
$\varphi_{2}’(1)$ and $a(\mathrm{O}, 0, \varphi_{1}(0), \varphi 2(\mathrm{o}))\varphi_{1}’(0)=a(\mathrm{O}, 1, \varphi_{1}(1), \varphi 2(1))\varphi_{1}’(1)$ , there exists a $T\in(0, T_{0}]$
such that the problem (QHS) has a unique classical solution $v=\in C^{1}([0,T] : C[0,1])\cross$
$C^{1}([\mathrm{o}, \tau] : C[0,1])$ .
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